Leiden, 26 February 2015

Subject │ Minutes of the WG3 meeting of COST Action IS1305
“European Network of e-Lexicography (ENeL)”
Vienna – Austria
on 12 February 2015 from 9h00 till 13h00
1. Welcome to participants
Simon KREK opens the meeting and welcomes the participants. The topic of the meeting is Dictionary
Writing Systems and Corpus Query Systems.

2. Appointment of minutes secretary
Carole TIBERIUS is appointed as the minutes secretary.

3. Presentations
Simon KREK presents the results of the survey on DWS and CQS. Andrea ABEL presents the
accompanying bibliography. The full programme can be found on the elexicography website.
A deliverable will be prepared which includes:
- presentation of the DWS and CQS survey results (public)
- bibliography of DWSs and CQSs (public)
- finished survey forms in PDF (WG3 members only)
- cumulative results of the survey in Excel files (WG3 members only)

4. Practicalities
After the presentations, half an hour has been reserved to discuss organisational matters.
5. Minutes of the Bolzano (July 2014) meeting
The minutes of the Bolzano meeting are approved without changes. The deliverable from the meeting will
be sent to the members of WG3, the following week. Contributors will be asked to check whether they
have any objections to the deliverable being published on the elexicography.eu website, after which the
document will be made available on the website.
6. Following meeting
The following meeting will take place in August 2015 at Herstmonceux Castle in conjunction with eLEX.
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Kris HEYLEN and Carole TIBERIUS will organise that meeting. Kris HEYLEN presents the proposed
roadmap for the meeting “Automatic acquisition of lexical data and its impact”. A survey will be
launched to get an inventory of the different types of automatic acquisition of lexical data
The audience approves of the proposed roadmap.
7. Future meetings
The following meetings have been proposed (see minutes of Leiden Meeting):
st
1 meeting in 2016: Between Corpora and Dictionaries – analysis of the interface between dictionaries
and computational lexica and (syntactically and semantically annotated) corpora
responsible: Simon KREK; co-organisers wanted.
nd

2 meeting in 2016:

The use of lexicographical data in computational linguistics – investigation of
possible use of dictionary content for computational linguistic applications
responsible: Ilan KERNERMAN and Egon STEMLE

It is suggested that the second meeting in 2016 will be organised in conjunction with the training school
which will take place in Slovenia together with LREC 2016.
We have received a proposal from María José DOMÍNGUEZ VÁZQUEZ and Carlos VALCÁRCEL
RIVEIRO to organise a meeting on “Online Dictionaries and their Users”. The audience has no objections.
It still has to be determined what would be a good time to have this meeting. The possibility of having this
as the first meeting in 2016 and to postpone the meeting on “Between Corpora and Dictionaries” till 2017
is discussed.
8. Collaboration with other COST Actions
Simon has received an email from the PARSEME COST Action. They have asked whether the
lexicographic community can provide the computational linguistics community with resources on MWEs
through the COST ENeL Action. It was suggested by both both parties that a short survey about existing
MWE data in dictionaries could be prepared and sent to ENeL WG3 members.
The idea is also to have a representative of the PARSEME Action at the Herstmonceux Meeting.

9. AOB
None

10. Closing
Simon KREK closes the meeting at 12h59.
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